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Activity as an Alternative to Autosegmental Association  

Abstract: Non-epenthetic sounds alternating with zero are often analyzed as lexically-unassociated autosegments, 

whose association to a skeletal slot depends on the phonological factors. In this paper, we propose an alternative 

account based on the more gradient notion of activity, which has the advantage of being a general notion in 

cognitive studies. From this perspective, rather than being lexically afloat, the weak segment is regarded as 

lexicalized with a deficient amount of activity, which explains why it is more prone to be absent from the realization 

than other segments. The paper provides two main case studies, both concerning the Modern Hebrew feminine 

marker. These illustrate how the notion of activity can be applied successfully not only to segments, but also to 

entire morphemes - an option unavailable to the autosegmental approach. The analysis, conducted within Gradient 

Harmonic Grammar, is then extended to two additional cases: i. phonologically-conditioned morpheme-zero 

alternations (examples come from Yiddish), and ii. the choice of epenthetic quality (illustrated by Levantine 

Arabic).  

 

1. Introduction 

 

Alternations between a lexical segment and its absence recurrently receive accounts endorsing 

autosegmental representations of linguistic material. Such frameworks allow one to separate the 

cognitive existence of the segment from its realization, by positing that to be realized, segments 

must be supported by skeletal positions (1a). But such support can be lexically absent; in that 

case, the segment will remain afloat (1b), unless it receives support from some additional 

morpheme that is concatenated to it (1c).  

(1) Possible association configurations 

a. t  b. t  c. t   i 

 │         │ 

 C        - C V 

Since the advent of Optimality Theory, emphasis has largely moved away from representations 

to computation. But when necessary, such autosegmental analyses have been adopted also within 

this framework, with which they are perfectly compatible (e.g., Tranel 1996). No systematic 

alternative to such accounts has been put forth, to the best of our knowledge. 

 This paper proposes that the notionof“activity”(Smolensky, Goldrick & Mathis 2014) is 

such an alternative. This notion can provide, we believe, a formal device for expressing 

intuitions about varying strength of linguistic material in many parts of grammatical theory. 

Other illustrations include Smolensky & Goldrick (2016) on weak consonants in French liaison 

and Rosen (2016) on weak features in Japanese rendaku voicing. The basic idea is that material 

which in autosegmental treatments is deficient in structure — e.g., lacking skeletal anchoring  — 

is rather analyzed as material that is deficient in activity: possessing a reduced degree of 

presence in a linguistic representation. 

The first specific analysis we use here to illustrate the general notion of activity is a 

preliminary account of a case of segment-zero alternation from Modern Hebrew, which has been 

previously explained as involving autosegmental representation. It is shown that by assigning the 

segment a relatively low level of activity, the alternation can be accounted for as efficiently as in 

the autosegmental account, with fewer assumptions. The activity-based account is also shown to 

have better empirical coverage than the autosegmental account. Moreover, given that the notion 

of activity seems to be generally necessary for the understanding of human cognition (Rumelhart 

& McClelland 1986), the account is arguably preferable to one that would necessitate multiple 

autosegmental tiers, which do not have support outside language.  
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 Another advantage of activity over autosegmentalism is that the notion of activity easily 

extends to constituents above the segment level. In a second analysis it is shown that the correct 

analysis of the Modern Hebrew facts might involve attributing a certain activity level not to a 

given segment, but to an entire morpheme. The realization of the morpheme is then influenced 

by its interaction with other phonological considerations; here these are represented by stress, 

conceived of as an activity enhancer. Thus, encoding realization-potential into the phonological 

representation can yield various realizations for a given single underlying form: the notion of 

activity is relevant not only to phonology, but also to phonologically-conditioned optimizing 

allomorphy. This is demonstrated not only for the Modern Hebrew case, but also for a case of 

morpheme~ø alternation in Yiddish.  

 We conclude by speculating on activity-based accounts of other phonological alternations 

such as epenthesis and syncope. 

 The next section presents the central phenomena of concern here from Modern Hebrew 

together with an autosegmental analysis. In section 3 we present the first illustrative analysis in 

the framework of Gradient Harmonic Grammar, which attributes a relatively low activity level to 

the alternating segment. As a result, the segment can only be realized in environments where the 

effective threshold of realization is relatively low. We show that the account is superior to the 

autosegmental account in that it correctly predicts the appearance of [t] even when there is no 

basis for positing any skeletal support. Section 4 extends the analysis to morpheme-based 

activity, and derives a stress-based surface allomorphy. The short Section 5 discusses another 

two possible extensions, namely morpheme~ø alternation (in Yiddish) and the quality of 

epenthetic vowels (in Levantine Arabic). Section 6 concludes. 

 

2. Data 

 

Modern Hebrew has four singular suffixes whose gender is feminine. All four have a plural 

counterpart involving a single plural feminine suffix (stress is final unless marked by an acute 

accent):  

(2) Modern Hebrew Feminine suffixes 

 ms.sg fm.sg fm.pl  

a. gamad gamad-a gamad-ot ‘dwarf’ 

b. ʦalam ʦalém-et ʦalam-ot ‘photographer’ 

c. sapaʁ sapaʁ-it sapaʁ-ij-ot ‘barber’ 

d. - dm-ut dm-uj-ot ‘character’ 

Among all the exponents of feminine gender, the suffix [-a] stands out as the only one not ending 

in a consonant, always [t]. This is indeed so in the citation form. But the same suffix is in fact 

realized as [-at] in three other environments: before the vowel initial adjectival suffix [-i] (3a), 

before any possessive suffix (3b,c), and in the head noun of a ‘construct’ (an Nhead+Nmodifier 

construction analogous to a compound, see Borer 2008) (3d-f). Elsewhere the suffix appears as 

[a], as in (3g,h) where the noun precedes an adjective (note that due to agreement, the adjective 

in (3g) is phonetically identical to the second noun in (3f)).  
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(3) [a] alternates with [at] 

  form  cf.  

a. ʃit-at-i ‘methodic’ ʃit-a ‘method’ 

 

b. ʃit-at-i ‘mymethod’   

c. ʃit-at-χa ‘yourmethod’   

 

d. ʃit-ataχila ‘eatingmethod’   

e. ʃit-at alon ‘theAlonmethod’   

f. ʃit-at zola ‘theZolamethod’   

 

g. ʃit-a zol-a ‘cheapmethod’ zol ‘cheap’ 

h. ʃit-a akum-a ‘twistedmethod’ akum ‘twisted’ 

 

The data in (3) suggest that what appears as [a] is associated, at some level of representation, 

with an additional — weak — [t]. While that level of representation does not always correspond 

to the surface form, this view is paradigmatically supported by the ubiquity of [t] in all other 

feminine suffixes. The data further show that, crucially, the appearance of [t] does not optimize 

the phonological sequence: while in (3a,b,d,e) [t] could be viewed as preventing hiatus, in (3c,f) 

the same [t] appears before a consonant, thereby creating an additional coda. Furthermore, in the 

N+A construction, [t] never appears, regardless of the phonological context to the right of the 

noun — i.e., even when A is vowel-initial (3h). In other words, this feminine /t/ is not analogous 

in this sense to the consonants of French liaison, which appear only before vowel-initial words. 

 The only in-depth analysis found in the literature of this specific phenomenon is Faust 

(2014a, henceforth F2014a). It assumes that this feminine suffix is represented as two segments 

/at/ with no skeletal support, as in (4a). The analysis is conducted within the autosegmental 

framework of strict CV phonology (Lowenstamm 1996, Scheer 2004). In this framework, the 

skeletal tier comprises only one type of constituent: the CV unit. As a result, the skeleton of a 

word that ends in a consonant has a final empty V-slot (4b). When the feminine suffix is added 

to such a word, its vowel will be able to dock onto that V-slot; the consonant in turn has no 

skeletal support and remains afloat (4c). 

(4) Autosegmental analysis of alternating /t/ (Faust 2014a) 

  a.   b.[χatul]‘cat’  c.[χatula]‘she-cat’ 

segmental tier  a t   χ a t u l    χ a t u l  a t 

      │ │ │ │ │    │ │ │ │ │    

skeletal tier      C V C V C V   C V C V C V   

 

For adjectives derived from feminine nouns, F2014a assumes that the adjectival suffix /-i/ 

has the minimal skeletal support of one CV unit (5a). When this is added to a base with a floating 

/t/, that /t/ docks onto the onset position of the suffix (5b).  
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(5) Autosegmental analysis of floating /t/ (Faust 2014a) 

     a. /i/   b. [ʃit-at-i]‘methodic’ 

segmental tier   i    ʃ i t  a t  i 

   │    │ │ │     │ 

skeletal tier  C V    C V C V  - C V 

F2014a moves on to explain the difference between N+N (3f) and N+A (3g) 

constructions. It is argued that the difference in morpho-syntactic structure results in different 

spell-out configurations for the two constructions.  While N+N constructions have one domain 

embedded with the other [N [N]], N+A are two independent domains [N] [A]. Adopting a 

proposal from Scheer (2009), F2014a posits that the left edge of a domain is realized as 

additional skeletal space. Thus, as shown in (6a), in an [N1 [N2]] configuration, a floating 

segment at the right edge of N1 will dock onto the realization of the left domain edge of N2; but if 

that floating segment is itself at a right domain edge, as in (6b), there can be no communication 

between the material of the two domains, and the floating material is lost. 

 

(6) A CV realization of the left domain edge provides support for a floating segment 

a. [ʃita
t
 [zola]N]N => CV ʃita

t
 CV zola]] => ʃitat zola 

 b. [ʃita
t
]N [zola]A => CV ʃita

t
] CV zola] => ʃita zola 

 

F2014a thus gives different reasons for the appearance of [t] in the adjective and the construct. 

But its bigger drawback is that it is unable to account for the appearance of this [t] before 

consonant-initial possessive affixes, such as [ʃit-at-χa] ‘your method’ (3c). This drawback is 

acknowledged in F2014a, but it is claimed that possessives suffixes by and large not part of 

spoken Hebrew. However, while that is true, they do appear very frequently in popular songs and 

TV material (such as in animation dubbing for children), and in a small but significant number of 

words and expressions. For instance, while few people would say [ʃit-at-i] ‘mymethod’, the 

idiomatic [le-ʃit-at-i] ‘the way I see it (lit. tomymethod)’ does not sound literary at all; and 

words like [aʃma]‘fault’areverynaturallyinflectedinthepossessive,e.g.[aʃm-at-i, aʃm-at-χa]

‘myfault,yourfault’etc.Anaccountthatmanagestocover these cases as well would thus have 

anadvantageoveronethatdoesn’t.In the next section, we present an account that not only does 

that, but also presents a novel alternative to the autosegmental representation of such ephemeral 

segments as floating. 

 

3. Analysis: Floating segments as segments with low activity and Gradient Harmonic 

Grammar 

 

Since the 1980s, in cognitive science, linguisticknowledge in speakers’mindshasoftenbeen

formalized within connectionist (or ‘neural’) network computational models (Christiansen & 

Chater 2001); this is especially true for theories of on-line linguistic performance (e.g. Dell, 

Nozari & Oppenheim 2014). The representations in such network models are patterns of activity; 

each processing unit in the network has an activity level — a continuously variable number — 

which governs the extent to which it increases or decreases the activity levels of its neighbors in 

the network. Patterns of activity can function like symbol structures (Smolensky & Legendre 

2006) — but these are structures in which a given position (within a phonological string, or a 
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syntactic tree) is in general occupied by a blend of symbols, each with its own activity level: 

these are gradient symbol structures (Smolensky, Goldrick & Mathis 2014). A standard discrete 

symbol structure is the special case in which each position hosts at most a single symbol, which 

has activity level 1.0.  

 Processing within neural networks is the continuous spreading of activation along the 

connections linking the computing units in the network. This can be formally described as an 

optimization process which constructs a representation that best satisfies a set of well-formedness 

constraints that are implemented in the connection strengths (Smolensky & Legendre 2006). A 

Harmonic Grammar encapsulates these constraints into a numerical function which assigns a 

well-formedness or Harmony value to every candidate output representation (Legendre, Miyata 

& Smolensky 1990, Pater 2009). This Harmony value is the sum of the representation’s 

violations of all the constraints in the grammar, each violation weighted by the constraint’s

strength in the grammar. Examples of such Harmony computations are shown shortly through 

Harmonic Grammar tableaux, e.g., (13)−(15). 

 In addition to being modulated by the strength of the constraint, violations of a constraint 

are modulated by the activity level of the symbols violating the constraint. If a grammar contains 

a constraint NOCODA  with strength 4, a syllable containing a coda consonant with activity level 

0.5 will incur a penalty of 40.5 = 2. It is in this sense that a symbol’s activity level is

interpretable as the degree of presence of that symbol in its given position: a coda consonant with 

activity 0.5 is a consonant that is half-present, incurring half the NOCODA penalty of a fully-

present consonant (having activity 1.0). 

 Within the framework of Gradient Harmonic Grammar, any representation is potentially 

gradient. Here we investigate analyses in which underlying forms, in exceptional cases, contain 

material with activity levels different from 1.0. The output candidates we consider, however, are 

fully discrete: all symbols have activity 1.0 (if they are present at all, of course). This is because 

we are interested in accounting for traditional patterns of grammatical outputs, i.e., patterns over 

discrete representations, as in (2) – (3); gradient underlying forms are used to generate the 

observed discrete outputs. In other work, exploring sub-phonemic phenomena, the outputs are 

taken to potentially include gradient symbols; see the discussion of incomplete neutralization of 

voicing in coda position, and speech errors, in Smolensky, Goldrick & Mathis (2014: 1127; 

1130) and the suggestions concerning epenthesis in Section 6 below. 

In the ensuing Gradient Harmonic Grammar analysis, we will show that a segment such 

as the alternating /t/ of the Modern Hebrew feminine suffix /-at/ can be understood to have an 

underlying activity level that is lower than the 1.0 activity level of other, non-alternating, final 

consonants. We now proceed to identify the relevant grammatical constraints governing when 

such consonants will surface. 

We assume (unlike F2014) that, independently of weakness of exceptional underlying 

consonants, there is also a grammatical factor that in effect weakens (i.e., opposes realization of) 

any consonant in the domain-final position. This process is well known to occur in acquisition 

(Ohala 1992) as well as in diachronic evolution (e.g. Catalan final /n/-deletion, Gulsoy 1997; 

indeed, it is generally agreed that in Proto-Semitic, the feminine suffix was a non-alternating [-

at]). This force is formalized in the constraint *C]PrW: 

(7) *C]PrW   

 A Prosodic word must not end in a consonant. 
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This constraint will militate against the appearance of final /t/ in the citation form and in the 

N+A construction, where it is situated at the right edge of the domain (6b above). Final /t/ will 

not violate the constraint before a nominal modifier, because it is not at the right edge of the 

domain in this construction (see 6a). This configuration, as we saw, required the autosegmental 

account to introduce the notion of domain-based skeletal support. Crucially, that domain-based 

support was not available before the possessive suffixes, which remained outside the scope of the 

account. With the constraint in (7), no domain-based support is needed, and nothing needs to be 

added in order to cover possessive suffixes: before such suffixes, /t/ is not at the edge of a 

domain, and so nothing militates against its surfacing. 

The constraint in (7), given a certain weight in the Modern Hebrew grammar, interacts 

with the standard faithfulness constraints MAX (penalizing deletion) and DEP (penalizing 

insertion), creating in effect a threshold of realization for consonants at the right edge of a 

domain that is higher than the domain-non-final effective threshold. We will see that there is an 

activity level between 0 and 1 that can be attributed to the /t/ of /-at/ such that it will be realized 

everywhere except at the right edge of a domain. There is also an activity level between 0 and 1 

such that any segment having at least this activity level will be immune to the constraint in (7) 

and will surface domain-finally. 

 Consider the tableau in (10),whereβstandsfortheactivitylevelofthe /t/ that alternates 

with zero, here in the domain-final environment, and C, M, and D respectively denote the 

weights of the three relevant constraints (7)−(9). We propose that: 

(8) MAX is violated to degree βifunderlying material with activityβisnotrealized.  

(9) DEP assesses a violation of degree (1 −β) for realizingan underlying partially-activated 

segment with activity β.  

(1−β)isthequantityofactivitythatmustbeaddedtotheunderlyingactivitylevelβof/t
β
/ to 

raise its activity to the level we assume all surface segments have: 1.0. Note that in (10), 

candidate (c) avoids a violation of *C]PRW through epenthesis ([e] is the epenthetic vowel of 

Modern Hebrew). The candidate marked as optimal is the observed form, the one that will need 

to have highest Harmony in the proposed quantitative analysis.  

(10) Feminine suffix /-at/ at domain boundary: schematic segmental analysis  

Weight −M −D −C  Harmony 

Input: /-at
β
/]PRW MAX DEP *C]PRW   

 a. [at]  (1−β) 1  −D(1−β)−C 

  b. [a] β    −Mβ 

 c. [ate]  (1−β)+1   −D(1−β)−D 

The tableau in (11) formalizes a minimally-different situation, wherein a /t/ with the same 

activity level is not domain-final. 

(11) Feminine suffix /-at/ not at domain boundary: schematic  

Weight −M −D −C  Harmony 

Input: /-at
β
/ MAX DEP *C]PRW   

+ a. [at]  (1−β)   −D(1−β) 

 b. [a] β    −Mβ 

 c. [ate]  (1−β)+1   −D(1−β)−D 
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A simple calculation (see the Appendix) shows that there are numerical values that can be 

attributed to all the variables in (10) and (11) such that the correct candidates emerge as optimal 

in the tableaux  (13) − (15) below. An example set of values is given in (12).  

(12) Example set of constraint weights (M, D, C) and underlying gradient activity level (β) 

 M = 10, D = 1.5, C = 0.5; β = 0.15.  

That this is successful can be seen in the tableaux below. Given this activity level of /t/, [a] is the 

most harmonic candidate at the right domain edge (13), but [at] is more harmonic 

elsewhere (14): 

(13) Feminine suffix /-at/ at domain boundary: with example values 

Weight −10 −1.5 −0.5  Harmony 

Input: /-at
0.15

/] PRW MAX DEP *C]PRW   

 a. [at]  0.85 1  −1.5(0.85) – 0.5=−1.78 

+  b. [a] 0.15    −10.0(0.15) = −1.50 

 c. [ate]  1.85   −1.5(1.85)=−2.78 

(14) Feminine suffix /-at/ not at domain boundary: with example values 

Weight −10 −1.5 −0.5  Harmony 

Input: /-at
0.15

/ MAX DEP *C]PRW   

+ a. [at]  0.85   −1.5(0.85)  = −1.28 

 b. [a] 0.15    −10.0(0.15)=−1.50 

 c. [ate]  1.85   −1.5(1.85)=−2.78 

We may thus coherently claim that the alternation of the final /t/ of the feminine suffix is due to 

the low level of activity lexically associated with this consonant. That said, the low activity of 

the feminine /t/ is of course not a general property of all final /t/s in the language. A regular final 

/t/, such as the one belonging to the masculine noun taʃak ‘bowman’,does not alternate with zero 

regardless of domain structure. In the present framework, this follows from the default activity 

level associated with non-femininefinal /t/’s, namely 1. The tableaux in (15a) and (15b) show 

how this assumption derives the attested form in the proposed Gradient Harmonic Grammar.  

(15) Non-suffixal /at/: no alternation  

a. Weight −10 −1.5 −0.5  Harmony 

 Input: /-at
1
/]ᴾᵂᵈ MAX DEP *C]PRW   

 + a. [at]  0 1  −0.5 

  b. [a] 1    −10.0 

  c. [ate]  1   −1.5 

  

b. Weight −10 −1.5 −0.5  Harmony 

 Input: /-at
1
/ MAX DEP *C]PRW   

 + a. [at]  0 0  0 

  b. [a] 1    −10.0 

  c. [ate]  1   −1.5 
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The t~ø alternation of Modern Hebrew presents a problem for an autosegmental account, 

in that the realization of the segment is not always phonologically-optimizing (unlike in the case 

of French liaison). Rather, the determining factor is morpho-syntactic information in the form of 

domain edges. The present analysis illustrates a new alternative to “floating” as a way of 

formalizing defective segments, namely attributing to them a low activity level. Although this 

low activity will be enough for the segment to be realized elsewhere, it leads to the non-

realization of the segment at the right edge, where a constraint against final consonants, in effect, 

raises the threshold of activity an underlying segment needs to optimally surface (for the formal 

analysis, see the Appendix). Needless to say, the Modern Hebrew case is only one of a large 

number of known alternations between a segment and its non-realization; it remains to be seen 

whether an activity-based approach can be extended to other similar cases (for French liaison, 

see Smolensky & Goldrick 2016). 

 A fundamental difference between an autosegmental approach and an activity-based one 

is thatactivity,unlikea skeletalposition,needn’tbeassociated toasinglesegment. Indeed, if

“activity”asanotionisaplayeringrammar,itispredictedthat it could associate to grammatical 

units other than the phoneme. In the next section, we will see that this is indeed the case: in fact, 

a certain lower-than-normal activity level is associated to the entire underlying representation of 

the feminine morpheme of Modern Hebrew, rather than just to the /t/. 

 

4. Activity at the morpheme level 

 

A basic question in Modern Hebrew morphology is, what marks gender? While some nouns are 

inherently feminine (e.g. kos ‘glass’),the overwhelming majority of feminine nouns involve one 

of the four suffixes mentioned in (2) above, and reproduced here for ease of reference. 

(16) Modern Hebrew Feminine suffixes 

 ms.sg fm.sg fm.pl  

a. gamad gamad-a gamad-ot ‘dwarf’ 

b. ʦalam ʦalém-et ʦalam-ot ‘photographer’ 

c. sapaʁ sapaʁ-it sapaʁ-ij-ot ‘barber’ 

d. - dm-ut dm-uj-ot ‘character’ 

Faust (2013) (F2013) argues that the [u] and [i] of the suffixes [-ut] and [-it] are in fact thematic 

vowels. Two arguments are presented. First, unlike the [a] and [e], these vowels persist in the 

plural; and second, the suffixes [-it] and [-ut] are restricted semantically as [−abstract] and 

[+abstract], a restriction that cannot come from the shared feminine [t].  

 That analysis singles out [a(t)] and unstressed [et]. While some regularities in the 

distribution of these two realizations are observable in participial forms (see Schwarzwald 1982, 

Asherov and Bat El 2016), morpho-syntactically they have the same function: unlike [-it] and    

[-ut], they both attach to the level that F2013 identifies as the root level, and they both form part 

of templatic morphemes. With very few exceptions, when one appears, the other cannot; in other 

words, there is complementary distribution between them. F2013 claims they are one and the 

same, and that their different realizations follow from the placement of stress. An autosegmental 

analysis is presented and argued for at length in F2014b. It is assumed that /a/ requires two V-

slots in order to be realized; when only one position is available, /a/ may not associate to it. That 

position is treated as if it were empty: it will be realized with epenthetic [e] (if epenthesis is 

needed). As shown in (17) below, both suffixes are underlyingly /at/, and both have two CV 
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units at their disposal. If the vowel occupies two positions, the /t/ is left afloat (17a); and if the /t/ 

is associated to a slot, the /a/ may not be.
1
 F2014b assumes that stress is attracted to the 

representation in (17a) because the vowel is long, but skips over the short, epenthetic vowel in 

(17b).   

(17) Same segments, same skeletal place, different mapping (Faust 2014b) 

a.[á
t
] (with floating /t/)     b. unstressed [et] 

   a t           a t    

               │ │    

 C V C V          C V C V   

The analysis effectively derives the complementary distribution between the two suffixes and the 

non-floating nature of the feminine /t/ in the unstressed form, as well as the stress facts. It does 

not derive association patterns; whether the /t/ is associated to a slot or not is a lexical matter.  

 Can the competing activity-based account also derive these facts? We will now see that it 

can, and, we believe, insightfully so. Let us first make explicit the phenomena to explain, since a 

unifying account should cover the distributional facts and the effects of stress considered in this 

section as well as the t~ø alternation discussed in the previous section. The forms in (18) 

instantiate the crucial pattern of (3g−h): [t] appears after the stressed [à] only when the suffix is 

not phrase-final, as is the case when the noun heads a construct (8a); but the unstressed [et] is 

unaffected by edge considerations (8b).  

(18) More on [a(t)] vs. [et]  

 fm.sg  construct  

a. ug-á ‘cake’ ug-àt ʃókolad ‘chocolatecake’ 

b. koxév-et ‘starlet’ koxèv-etkolnóa ‘moviestar (female)’ 

 

Under the assumption that [a(t)] and [et] are indeed the same underlyingly, and it is only stress 

that forces the two different realizations, the account must therefore derive four facts:  

(19) Facts an analysis of the feminine suffix /-at/ must derive: 

Fact 1.  /a/ will be realized as such only when stressed, otherwise it is realized as 

epenthetic [e]. 

Fact 2.  If /a/ is stressed, /t/ will not appear at the right edge of the phrase. 

Fact 3.  When the suffix is not at the right edge of the phrase,/t/willappearafterstressed

[á]. 

Fact 4.  When /a/ is unstressed, /t/ surfaces regardless of edge considerations. 

To derive the fact 1, we must assume that the feminine /a/ is somehow marked as 

defective. This can be done by lexically associating it with a low activity level. But if so, now 

both /a/ and /t/ have low activity levels. Since they both belong to the same morpheme and are 

the only segments of that morpheme, their defectiveness can be related by assuming that the 

entire morpheme, rather than the individual segments, has a low activity level. This assumption, 

like the limited skeletal space in (17) above, derives the relation between the /a/ and the /t/:  if /a/ 

is realized, there is not enough activity left for /t/ to be realized when the edge constraint is 

relevant, because the latter effectively raises the threshold of realization (fact 2). When this 

                                                      
1
 This analysis is a slightly more abstract version of F2014a; the two are compatible. 
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constraint is not relevant, however, the effective threshold is lower and the /t/ can surface (fact 

3). If /a/ cannot be realized, enough activity is left for the /t/ to be realized regardless of its 

position with respect to the phrase edge (fact 4).  

The realization of the /a/ as depending on stress (fact 1) can also be modeled using the 

notion of activity, by representing stress as additional activity attributed to the morpheme. The 

activity contributed by stress and the level of activity lexically associated to the morpheme can 

interact, in a way that allows for the vowel of the morpheme to be realized only when extra 

activity is contributed by stress. This interaction was represented in the autosegmental account 

by the double linking of the vowel; in the present account, there is no need to assume this type of 

“double”length.Theextraactivitycontributedbystresscanprovidejustenough“strength”for

the vowel to pass the threshold of realization. This is more phonetically realistic, since we know 

that while the stressed vowels of Modern Hebrew are indeed phonetically longer than their 

unstressed counterpart, they are far from being doubly long. 

The challenge is now to show that there are numerical values that can be attributed to (a) 

stress, (b) the morpheme /-at/ and (c) the relevant constraints, such that facts 1−4 above are 

derived.  

In F2014b, the unpredictable factor was the association of /t/ to a skeletal slot. We 

propose instead that stress is the unpredictable constant. In other words, the suffix /-at/ can either 

bear stress or not, and this is a lexically-determined fact. But when it does not, it follows the 

stressed syllable, in violation of the following constraint: 

(20) *Postonic [a] 

 No vowel [a] should appear after the stressed syllable. 

The constraint in (20) can be motivated by the fact that the postonic position is a weak position 

in Modern Hebrew. Stress in this language (in the native vocabulary) falls mainly on the last 

vowel, suggesting an analysis with right-aligned iambs (Graf & Ussishkin 2003). Under such a 

view, a final unstressed vowel is unfooted. The specification of the constraint to apply only to [a] 

makessensespecificallyforModernHebrew,whichhasother[a]’salternatingwithzeroinother 

positions (which also may be regarded as unfooted), such as the antepenultimate position. While 

there are complications to this view, this is not the place to discuss them; the constraint in (20) 

formalizes the weakness of both the vowel and the position. 

We denote by γ the activity level of the suffixal morpheme /-at/ in the lexicon. The 

schematic tableau in (21) refers to a situation in which the morpheme is situated at the right edge 

of the Prosodic Word and is not stressed. In this situation, we want the realization [et] in (c) to be 

better than the realizations (a)−(b) in which the vowel /a/ surfaces, and better than candidate (d), 

which does not realize either the /t/ or the vowel. Candidate (c) [et] must also be preferred to 

candidate (e) in which the /t/ surfaces but is followed by an epenthetic vowel that protects it from 

the Prosodic Word edge. 
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(21) Unstressed suffixal /-at/ at domain boundary — morphemic analysis 

input: /-{at}
γ
/]PrW MAX *Postonic[a] DEP *C]PrW 

 a. at]PrW  1 2−γ 1 

 b.  a]PrW  1 1−γ  

+   c. et]PrW   2−γ 1 

 d.  e]PrW γ  1  

 e.  ete]PrW   3−γ  

 As we see in tableau (22), if γ is taken to be 2/3 (0.67), then the example numerical 

constraint weights already given in (12) for MAX, DEP and *C]PrW will give the correct results, if 

the new constraint *Postonic[a] is assigned, for example, the weight 2.5. Specifically for the case 

at hand, candidates (a)−(c) and (d) use more activity in the output than is lexically present in the 

input, and they are penalized by DEP accordingly. But (a) and (b) also violate the ban on post-

tonic [a], which the winning candidate (c) does not violate. While this candidate also violates the 

ban on phrase-final consonants, the weight of this constraint is too low to rule it out. 

Furthermore, the heavily-weighted MAX rules out a candidate in which neither of the segments 

with (shared) lexical activity is realized (d). Because the constraint against a Prosodic-Word-

final consonant is weaker than the constraint against epenthesis, it is not optimal to epenthesize a 

final vowel to avoid a final consonant (e). 

(22) Unstressed suffixal /-at/ at domain boundary 

Weight −10 −2.5 −1.5 −0.5  Harmony 

Input: /-{at}
0.67

/]PrW MAX *Postonic[a] DEP *C]PrW  

 a. at]PrW  1 1.33 1  −5.0 

 b.  a]PrW  1 0.33   −3.0 

+   c. et]PrW   1.33 1  −2.5 

 d.  e]PrW 0.67  1   −8.2 

 e.  ete]PrW   2.33   −3.5 

 The analysis formalizes the intuition that the two segments of the morpheme share the 

activity allocated to it. Thus, candidates (a)-(c) do not constitute MAX violations, because all of 

the activity of the morpheme is used, whether by the /a/ or by the /t/. This tableau derives fact 1 

of (19) above, namely that unstressed /a/ will surface as epenthetic [e]. 

  Tableau (23) shows that when the suffix is both unstressed and phrase-medial, it is 

realized [et], too. This derives fact 4 above, namely that the unstressed suffix [et] is unaffected 

by edge considerations.     
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(23) Unstressed suffixal /-at/ not at domain boundary 

Weight −10 −2.5 −1.5 −0.5  Harmony 

Input: /-{at}
0.67

/ MAX *Postonic[a] DEP *C]PrW  

 a. at  1 1.33   −4.5 

 b.  a  1 0.33   −3.0 

+  c. et   1.33   −2.0 

 d.  e 0.667  1   -8.2 

 Moving on to the stressed allomorph, we can, as mentioned, model stress in terms of 

activity. This makes sense, since stress implies prominence and resistance to lenition processes, 

which can be understood as activity-based, too. Since in Modern Hebrew stressed vowels are 

longer, but certainly not double in length, we posit that the activity contributed by stress is 0.5.   

 The tableau in (24) compares two candidates at the right phrase boundary: one which 

realizes both segments, and one which only realizes the stressable segment, the /a/ (the 

candidates with stressed epenthetic [e] are eliminated by a stronger constraint, not shown, against 

stressing non-lexical material). The underlying activity now associated with the morpheme is 

1.17, since 0.5 was added to themorpheme’s lexically-attributed 0.67. Candidate (a) violates 

both the well-formedness constraint *C]PrW and DEP, since it realizes two segments (activity 2; 

recall again that the segments of candidates may not have gradient activity), and the input only 

has activity 1.17. The competing candidate (b) violates MAX, since it only realizes the stressable 

segment of the two; the violation is slight, however, as the unrealized activity is only 1.17 – 1 = 

0.17. Even though MAX is heavily-weighted, the violation is less costly than those of candidate 

(a), and candidate (b) is more harmonic.   

(24) Stressed suffixal /-at/ at domain boundary  

Weight −10 −2.5 −1.5 −0.5  Harmony 

 input: /-{at}
0.67+0.5

/]PrW MAX *Postonic[a] DEP *C]PrW  

 a.át]PrW   0.83 1  −1.8 

+ b.á]PrW 0.17  0   −1.7 

This tableau derives fact 2 above, namely that if /a/ is stressed, /t/ will not appear at the right 

edge of the phrase.  

 The following tableau in (25) derives fact 3: it shows that when no right edge is present, a 

stressed morpheme will surface with the /t/. Once the violation due to *C]ᴾᵂᵈ goes away, the

weightiness of MAX becomes most significant and candidate (a) which realizes all the segmental 

material becomes more harmonic than candidate (b) which leaves /t/ unrealized.  

(25) Stressed suffixal /-at/ not at domain boundary  

Weight −10 −2.5 −1.5 −0.5  Harmony 

 input: /-{at}
0.67+0.5

/ MAX *Postonic[a] DEP *C]PrW  

+ a.át   0.83   −1.3 

 b.á 0.17  0   −1.7 

 This concludes our activity-based account of the allomorphy of stressed [a] and 

unstressed [et]. We may conclude that there is in fact no underlying segmental allomorphy here: 
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the underlying representation is the same for both realizations — two segments sharing an 

insufficient activity level. Only stress — which again cannot be fully predicted — makes the two 

forms allomorphic on the surface.   

 The most innovative aspect of the account is that it associates an activity level not to a 

segment, but to a morpheme. Indeed, it is a crucial aspect of the analysis that stress interacts with 

the low activity level lexically associated to the sequence /at/ when it realizes this specific 

morpheme. In order to prove that this interaction is morpheme-specific, it must be shown that 

under the weights given above, a sequence /at/ that is not the feminine morpheme, and therefore 

does not bear an activity deficiency, does not undergo the same processes. In other words, the 

masculine nouns [kaʃát] ‘bowman’ and [láhat] ‘fervor’, inwhich [at] is not a suffix,must be

shown to be correctly predicted: /at/ surfaces as [at] regardless of stress or position. 

  That the given weights indeed predict correctly is shown in tableaux (26)−(29). In (26) 

and (27), an unstressed/at/,asin[láhat]‘fervor’, surfaces as [at] regardless of its position in the 

Prosodic Word, i.e., regardless of whether it violates *C]PrW. This is so specifically because for 

MAX, /a/ and /t/ here are not calculated together, since the activity here is not attributed to the 

morpheme level. Thus, the non-realization of either /a/ or /t/ in candidates (b) – (d) is a serious 

violation of MAX, and makes these candidates less harmonic than candidate (a).   

(26) Unstressed non-suffixal /at/ at domain boundary 

Weight −10 −2.5 −1.5 −0.5  Harmony 

 input: /at/]PrW MAX *Postonic[a] DEP *C]PrW  

+ a. at]PrW  1  1    −3.0 

 b.  a]PrW 1 1    −12.5 

   c. et]PrW 1  1 1  −12.0 

 d.  e]PrW 2  1   −21.5 

(27) Unstressed non-suffixal /at/ not at domain boundary 

Weight: −10 −2.5 −1.5 −0.5  Harmony 

 input: /at/ MAX *Postonic[a] DEP *C]PrW  

+ a. at  1      −2.5 

 b.  a 1 1    −12.5 

   c. et 1  1   −11.5 

 d.  e 2  1   −21.5 

 The story is similar for the stressed /at/ at the end of [kaʃát] ‘bowman’ (28). Again, not 

realizing the /t/ entails a full violation of MAX, which is more serious than a violation of *C]PrW. 

As shown in (28) vs. (29), the surfacing of such stressed /at/ sequences is unaffected by edge 

considerations.   
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(28) Stressed non-suffixal /at/ at domain boundary 

Weight −10 −2.5 −1.5 −0.5  Harmony 

input: /(a
1
t
1
)
0.5

/]PrW MAX *Postonic[a] DEP *C]PrW  

+ a.     át]PrW 0   1    −0.5 

 b.     á]PrW 1     −10.0 

 c.áte]PrW 0  1     −1.5 

(29) Stressed non-suffixal /at/ not at domain boundary 

Weight −10 −2.5 −1.5 −0.5  Harmony 

input: /(a
1
t
1
)
0.5

/ MAX *Postonic[a] DEP *C]PrW  

+ a. át 0      0 

 b.  á 1     −10.0 

Thus, while the grammar in our account derives the alternations in the morpheme /-at/, it predicts 

stability in homophonous /at/ sequences which are not a part of the feminine morpheme. 

  In the previous subsection we saw how the notion of activity can be an alternative to 

autosegmental representations in the analysis of segment~ø alternations. Scheer (2016) shows 

that autosegmental representations with floating segments can reduce many cases of surface 

allomorphy to a single underlying representation followed by the application of regular 

phonology. In this subsection it was shown that the notion of activity, too, can explain such 

cases: two realizations of a single underlying representation may follow from the interaction 

between a lexically-deficient level of activity and regular realizational processes such as stress 

assignment, also understood in terms of activity. A fundamental difference between the two 

accounts is the domain to which deficiency is attributed: while in the autosegmental account the 

deficiency must be associated to a single segment, activity can be associated to an entire 

morpheme, creating a complementary distribution between the segments of that morpheme: if 

activity is absorbed by one of these segments, the other(s) will not be able to surface. Such an 

analysis is of course only possible if deficiency is not tied to the representation of a single 

segment. 

 Time will tell if the empirical coverage of activity-based accounts is indeed wider than 

that of autosegmental accounts; we contend that at the very least, the notion of activity is a 

cognitively-motivated competitor to such accounts. Before we conclude, we would like to point 

out two other possible directions of investigation, again one morphological and one 

phonological.   

 

5. Two extensions, one morphological and one phonological   
 

5.1. Morpheme~ø alternations   
 

In previous sections, we have seen activity levels explaining segment~ø alternations and the two 

alternating realizations of a single morpheme. A special type of allomorphy collapses the two 

phenomena:morpheme~øalternation, i.e. casesunderwhichphonology“decides”whether the

exponent of a morpheme will be realized or altogether abandoned.  One such case is the 

Germanic past participle prefix [gə-]. As exemplified by the Yiddish items in (30), [gə-] appears 

on the stem only if the first syllable of the stem is stressed, whether with primary stress (30a-c) 
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or with secondary stress (30d).Ifitisn’t— which happens when the verb stem is prefixed (30e) 

or derived by the stressedsuffix[-ír] (f) — the past participle prefix is absent.   

(30) Yiddish gə- 

 present stem past participle  

a. ʃík gə-ʃík-t ‘send’ 

b. hárgə gə-hárge-t ‘kill’ 

c. árbet gə-árbet ‘work’ 

d. ójs=mòjəx ójs=gə-mòjəx-t ‘invent’(mójəx‘brains’) 

e. far-ʦúk far-ʦúk-t,*gə-far-ʦúk-t ‘devour,teartoshreds’ 

f. ʃifr-ír ʃifr-ír-t,*gə-ʃifr-ir-t ‘encode’(<Fr.[ʃifrə]) 

          As in the case of Modern Hebrew feminine /-at/, this morpheme~ø alternation can be 

explained by associating /gə-/ with deficient activation. As we will now see, the Yiddish case is 

simpler: any activity level inferior to 1 would suffice, and for present purposes the constraints 

needn’tbeweighteddifferently.  

Assume that /gə-/ has activity 0.5. Assume further that the realization of /gə-/ before an 

unstressed vowel is bad because it would create a sequence of two unstressed syllables, known as 

“lapse”.Furthermore, as [gə-árbət] in (c) above shows, the syllable /gə-/ must be aligned with the 

base, even if that results in hiatus: a repair *[garbet] is impossible. As shown in tableau (31) 

below, given the three relevant constraints with equal weights, a candidate that avoids lapse by 

failing to realize /gə-/ will always be more harmonic than one which does realize /gə-/. This 

crucially relies on the low activity of /gə-/.  (Constraints against hiatus are assumed to be weak 

relative to the constraints shown in the tableaux.) 

(31) /gə-/ in pre-unstressed position 

Weight −1 −1 −1  Harmony 

 input:/gə-/
0.5
+/fargés-n/ *LAPSE MAX ALIGNSYLL  

 a.gə-fargés-n 1    −1 

 b.g-fargés-n   1  −1 

+   c.  fargés-n  0.5   −0.5 

 

When the prefixation of /gə-/ does not imply a violation of lapse, the prefix will be realized:    

(32) /gə-/ in pre-tonic position 

Weight −1 −1 −1  Harmony 

 input:/gə-/
0.5
+/árbət/ *LAPSE MAX ALIGNSYLL  

+ a.gəárbət       0 

 b.gárbət   1  −1 

   c.  arbət  0.5   −0.5 
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Like the Modern Hebrew case in the preceding section, the morpheme~ø case of Yiddish does 

not really involve allomorphy once low activity is assumed. There is only one underlying 

representation, and it is always associated with the same activity level. 

 

5.2. Epenthetic vowels and language-wide low activity   
 

In the preceding analyses of this paper, we have assumed that the segments of output candidates 

could not have gradient activity. This is because we are addressing traditional, discrete 

phonological data. But it is not so clear that candidates with gradient activity are ruled out on 

principled grounds. In this short section we would like to mention one application of such an 

idea.   

In many languages, the epenthetic vowel is homophonous to one of the lexical vowels. 

However, it is well known that different languages have different epenthetic vowels, even if they 

have identical vocalic systems (Hall 2011). For instance, while both Levantine Arabic and 

Modern Hebrew contrast five vowel qualities, the epenthetic vowel is [i] in the former and [e] in 

the latter. Theorists have attempted to account for the variation mainly by structuring the 

phonemic systems such that the epenthetic vowel is a structural default: the two languages are 

identical superficially, but somehow their systems are structured in a way that identifies the 

default as [i] in one, but as [e] in the other. We would like to show that activity can come to 

constitute an alternative to structural defaultivity. But for our analysis to be applicable, output 

candidates must be allowed to have gradient activity.  

Consider the data from the Levantine Arabic dialect of Jaffa in (33). Two generalizations 

about the morphology and phonology of this language are discernible in (33a). First, the 

feminine suffix -e alternates with -t- when another suffix is added. Second, the last heavy 

syllable of the word is stressed, so that stress must be shifted one syllable to the right in the 

possessed form. In (33b), the lexical substitution of -e by -t- creates a triconsonantal cluster that 

is resolved by the insertion of epenthetic [i] (in bold). Crucially, this vowel will not be stressed 

even though it creates a closed syllable. Note that stress can be shifted to a vowel [i] in such a 

position (33c). This contrast is explained by assuming that in Arabic, epenthetic vowels — 

vowels not appearing in the input — cannot be stressed (see e.g. Watson 2011). According to 

this view, the unstressed [i] in (33b) cannot be lexical, while the second [i] of (33c) must be 

lexical, because it is stressed. Nevertheless, as (33d) shows, such lexical [i]’s also alternate with 

zero: their lexical status does not protect them against syncope when they are not stressed and 

not final. 

(33) Levantine Arabic dialect of Jaffa:epentheticandlexical[i]’s    

a. mádras-e ‘school’  madrás-t-i ‘my school’  

b. ʁúrf-e ‘room’   ʁúrif-t-i  ‘myroom’*ʁurf-t-i  

c. líbis  ‘he wore’  libís-na ‘wewore’         

d.líbs-u ‘theywore’    

Therearethereforetwosurface[i]’sinLevantineArabic:oneisepenthetic,theotherlexical.The

lexical vowel, like the epenthetic one, alternates with ø.  Crucially for our purpose, this scenario 

seems to instantiate a cross-linguistic tendency: when the epenthetic vowel of a language has the 

quality of the lexical vowel, the latter also exhibits weakness. Thus, for instance, the vowel [ə] of 

French [pəluz] ‘lawn’ must be lexical (cf. [pluk] ‘rabble’), but it undergoes syncope in fast 

speech, just like the epenthetic [ə] of the language. Similarly, in Standard Yiddish, the lexical /ə/ 
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of the plural suffix /-ən/ is dropped if the nasal can be syllabic, e.g. /bis-ən/=>[bis-n̩]‘bites’but

/bin-ən/ => [bin-ən] ‘bees’; the epentheticvowelof the language is also [ə] (Jacobs 2005). In 

Modern Hebrew, lexical /e/ syncopates in the context …C_CV, e.g. [ʃoveʁ]-[ʃovʁ-im] 

‘break.PART.MSG-MPL’.It is the only lexical vowel that syncopates regardless of the category of 

the item. [e] is also the epenthetic vowel of the language.   

 Back to Levantine Arabic, we note that, all and only lexical short /i/’s in Levantine

behave as in (33). Thus, the weakness of lexical /i/ must be accounted for independently of the 

question of the quality of epenthesis.
2
 In our framework, the weakness of a given lexical vowel 

can be formalized in terms of deficient activity throughout the language, i.e. for every instance of 

that vowel. The vowel /i/ of Levantine Arabic would have a lower level of activity compared to 

other lexical vowels. This would explain its succumbing to the pressure of syncope. Resistance 

to syncope under stress would follow the lines of the stress effect of section 4: since stress adds 

activity to the vowel, it will behave like vowels with higher activity and resist syncope.    

 Once this is established, there is an intuitive sense in which [i] will be the best epenthetic 

vowel in Levantine Arabic among the lexical vowels. Simply put, [i] introduces the lowest 

possible level of activity into the output. In OT terms, there is less violation of DEP in the 

insertion of /i/ than in the insertion of other vowels. However, to formalize this, one must assume 

that the activity of segments in the output or surface form can also be gradient; otherwise, there 

would be the same amount of violation of DEP with any vowel inserted. 

   The tableau in (34) illustrates how this would look. The relevant constraints (*CCC and 

DEP) are equally weighted as in the Yiddish analysis. An input with a triconsonantal cluster will 

not be mapped to an output with such a cluster: epenthesis must occur. Assuming that segments 

in output candidates can have gradient activity, [i] incurs a lesser degree of DEP violation than 

other vowels — here represented by [a]. It will be the best vowel to use as epenthesis.
3
   

(34) Quality of epenthesis with gradient activity in candidates 

Weight −1 −1  Harmony 

 input:  /ʁúrfti / *CCC DEP  

 a.  ʁúrfti 1   −1.0 

 b.  ʁúra
1
fti   1  −1.0 

+   c.  ʁúri
0.8

fti  0.8  −0.8 

 Thus, the use of activity in this analysis relates the language-wide weakness of a lexical 

vowel and its use as the epenthetic vowel of the language. This is a welcome result: since as we 

saw many languages use thequalityoftheir“weakest”lexical vowel to determine the quality of 

epenthesis, the notion of activity may be used to understand the specific choice. Its use in the 

present discussion also helps illustrate one application of an option which the main analysis has 

not considered, namely gradient outputs.
4
   

                                                      
2
 For an account of /i/-syncope see Kager (1999), Author1 (2016). 

3
 Note that whereas epenthesis of a vowel with full activity 1.0 is optimal only if *CCC is stronger than DEP, here 

epenthesis is optimal even though *CCC and DEP are equally strong, because the epenthetic vowel here has 

activation less than 1.0. 
4
 While there are a great many questions raised by allowing such gradience, that discussion is out of place in this 

paper. As for the epenthesis analysis, we note that if somehow epenthesis were included in some non-surface 

representation, as is the practice of some linguists (e.g. Raffelsiefen 1995), the possibly problematic issue of 

gradient outputs would be irrelevant for the question examined here.  
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In this section, we have illustrated how the notion of activation level can extend well 

beyond the cases at the center of the paper. As we saw, it can be applied to both epenthesis and 

morpheme~ø alternation, unifying to a certain extent the accounts of these seemingly unrelated 

phenomena.    

 

6. Conclusion   
 

The notion of activity is a general cognitive notion (Rumelhart & McClelland 1986) imported 

into linguistic theory by Gradient Harmonic Grammar. Our aim in this paper was to explore 

potential applications and implementations of this notion in phonological theory. Through the 

case of the t-ø alternation of a feminine marker in Hebrew, we showed that a segment of a given 

morpheme can have a deficient level of activity (<1.0) in the lexicon. In those environments 

where the phonology of the language favors deletion, such deficient activity will make that 

segment more prone to deletion than a segment with full activity (1.0).   

 Alternation with zero as a result of deficient activity was contrasted with an 

autosegmental analysis, which is able to make distinctions that are less gradient: a segment is 

either attached to a skeletal positionoritisn’t.IntheModernHebrewcase,weshowedthatthe

activity-based account fared better than its autosegmental contender: it was able to produce the 

realization on general principles even in cases where the autosegmental account would require 

the ad-hoc insertion of position.  

 While floating is mainly useful at the segmental and subsegmental levels, the more 

general notion of activity can operate at the morphological level, too. We illustrated this by 

expanding our account of Modern Hebrew feminine suffixes into the realm of allomorphy. It was 

shown that by assigning a deficient level of activity to the entire morpheme, the two surface 

allomorphs are derived as a result of a phonological condition. In this specific case the condition 

was the (lexically-determined) presence or absence of stress; this fact permitted us to illustrate 

another application of activity in phonology, namely the representation of lexical stress as 

additional activity. Besides underlying allomorphy and syncope, activity can also be used to 

motivate the phonological effects of stress. 

 A more speculative final section mentioned two possible extensions, morpheme~ø 

alternations and the quality of epenthesis. Phonologically-conditioned morpheme~ø alternations 

necessitated no additional machinery, and can thus be regarded as another advantage of the 

proposed view. In contrast, the account of the quality of epenthesis seems to necessitate that 

output candidates — that is, phonological surface forms — contain gradient activity levels.  

 At the most general level, the notion of activity has the potential to enable a uniform 

formalization of intuitions that various elements in linguistic representations have varying 

strength, or varying degrees of presence — intuitions that arise in many linguistic domains.  

 Of course, for new conceptualizations to even begin to replace existing ones takes at least 

a portion of the time and joint scientific effort that the existing ones took to establish themselves. 

There are still many, many linguistic facts and phenomena for which autosegmental 

representations are used, and for which an activity-based alternative does not immediately 

present itself. For instance, long segments are usually represented as linked to two autosegmental 

slots (or two moras). Can this be replaced by the notion of activity, possibly through lexically 

assigning an increased level of activity to such segments? And in these cases, how will length-

related phenomena such as closed syllable shortening follow from this model? Another 

stronghold of autosegmental analyses is templatic morphology in its many manifestations, such 
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as the widespread, purely-positional reduplicative morphemes and the templates of Semitic 

languages. Can activity model such underspecified potentials of realization, and if it can, how 

different would that be from assuming unassociated C’s and V’s, syllables or moras? These 

questions remain without answers at this point, subject to further exploration. And while the 

ultimate result of the program may be to do away with autosegmental representations 

completely, it might well be the case that for some phenomena, such representations are needed 

nevertheless. In this paper, we hope to have shown that this is not always the case: at least in 

some domains, activity is a notion worth considering when striving to understand linguistic facts. 
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APPENDIX 

The optimality of [a] in tableau (10), repeated below as (35), places conditions on the weights of 

the constraints and the underlying activity level β of the final /t/ of the feminine suffix. 

(35) Feminine suffix /-at/ at domain boundary: repeated from (10)  

Weight −M −D −C  Harmony 

Input: /-at
β
/]PRW MAX DEP *C]PRW   

 a. [at]  (1−β) 1  −D(1−β)−C 

+  b. [a] β    −Mβ 

 c. [ate]  (1−β)+1   −D(1−β)−D 

These conditions are derived in (36). 

(36) Conditions on activityβandconstraint weights M, D, C imposed by (35) = (10) 

a. candidate b has higher Harmony than candidate a 

i. 0 < H(b) – H(a) = [−Mβ] – [−D(1−β)– C] = −β(M + D) + D + C  ⇒  

ii. β(M + D) < D + C     

b. candidate b has higher Harmony than candidate c  

i. 0 < H(b) – H(c) = [−Mβ]– [−D(1−β)– D]=−β(M + D) + 2D  ⇒ 

ii. β(M + D) < 2D 

The other tableaux (11) and (15) entail further conditions, derived in (37). 

(37) ConditionsonactivityβandconstraintweightsM,D,Cimposedby (11) and (15) 

a. From tableau (11)  

i. 0 < H(a) – H(b) = [−D(1−β)]−[−Mβ] =β(M+D) – D ⇒  D<β(M+D) 

ii. 0 < H(a) – H(c)=[−D(1−β)]– [−D(1−β)– D] = D ⇒ 0 < D 

b. From tableau (15a) 

i. 0 < H(a) – H(b)=[−C]−[−M]=M – C ⇒  C < M  

ii. 0 < H(a) – H(c) = [−C]−[−D]=D – C ⇒  C < D 

c. From tableau (15b) 

i. 0 < H(a) – H(b)=0− [−M]=M⇒  0 < M  

ii. 0 < H(a) – H(c)=0−[−D]=D⇒  0 < D 

The conditions are summarized in (38a), and (38b) verifies that all conditions are satisfied by the 

example values given in (12). 
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(38) Summary of conditions and verification of example values 

a. 0<C<D<β(M+D)<D+C<2D; also C < M 

Satisfied by M = 10, D = 1.5, C = 0.5, β=0.15: 

b. 0 < 0.5 < 1.5 < (0.15)  (10 + 1.5) = 1.725  < 1.5 + 0.5 = 2 < 21.5 = 3 ; also 0.5 < 10   

The underlying /t/ of /-at
β
/ optimally surfaces in (11), away from a domain boundary; the key 

condition for this candidate to be optimal is (37a.i):wemusthaveβ(M+D)>Di.e., 

 β>D/(M+D)=θnon-edge  

The underlying activity of t must exceed a threshold with value θnon-edge = 0.13 given our 

example parameter values. In contrast, for /t/ to optimally surface in (10), at a domain boundary, 

we would need to have (36a.ii) fail, i.e., β(M+D)>D+C,or, 

 β>D/(M+D)+C/(M+D)=θedge =θnon-edge + C/(M + D) 

The threshold here is higher, θedge = 0.17 because of the presence of C, the weight of the 

constraint *C]PrW (7), which applies in the edge environment but not elsewhere. The example 

value, β = 0.15, falls between θnon-edge = 0.13 and θedge = 0.17, so the underlying /t/ of the 

feminine affix surfaces away, and only away, from a domain boundary. In contrast, the 

underlying final t of [kaʃat] ‘bowman’ is a standard, not a gradient, /t/; its activity is 1.0, which 

exceeds both thresholds; this /t/ surfaces even at a domain boundary (15). (For further illustration 

of the notion of an emergent activity threshold for underlying material to surface in a particular 

environment, determined by the weights of the constraints active in that environment, see 

Smolensky & Goldrick 2016.)  


